Public Comment Responses

Responses to Public Questions
1.

Consensus Building Process slide from August 27:

Is consensus required for a recommendation to be made (for a recommendation
to come out of the process)?

What happens if consensus on an issue/proposal is not achieved?

If consensus is required, does that mean one Task Force member can stop any
particular recommendation?

If consensus is not required, then what will “oppose” votes mean?

Will simple majority be used at any time?

Will there be a minority report?
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2.

“Consensus-building mechanism”

What “consensus-building mechanism” (the exact language of the bill) will be
used, and what are the rules?

Are facilitators trained and qualified in the process. If so, by whom?

Are facilitators independent third parties, or FDOT/Florida government
employees?

Will all task force members be given the equivalent of a parliamentary authority
for the consensus-building process and will members have copies? Or will the
process be ad hoc with no set rules of procedure?
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Will there will be a chairperson, and if so, how they will be selected?

How will issues be brought forth? Will individual members have the right to bring
up issues? If so, who will recognize them to speak?

Rules of debate/discussion.

Quorum, provisions for including possible objections by a member who is
absent for good cause (since consensus implies consent of each member of the
body).

Amendment process.

What constitutes business that is finally disposed of or that remains to be
decided, reopening discussion on a decided issue, and the like?

How will disputes involving interpretation of the rules (if any) be resolved?
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3.

Alignment (route)

Alignment (route) will not be decided/recommended by Task Forces?

What will Task Force members decide/determine/make recommendations
about?

4.

Public Comments

When and how can we get access to the public comments that were submitted in
writing or recited/spoken to the court reporter on August 27?

How and when will those be made available to the task force members?
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How and when will the video, or transcript, of the comments made during the
public comment periods in each of the August 27 task force meetings be made
available to the task force members and the public?

How and when will the comments provided directly through the M-CORES
website be made available to the public and task force members?

5.

Research and Data

What data will be provided to the task force members?

Will an economic study be completed prior to any decision making? Who will
conduct this study and when will the results be available to task force members
and the public?
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How will NEPA requirements be adhered to, particularly with regard to
consideration of cumulative impacts?

What ecological and hydrologic map layers will be used to determine
conservation and aquatic resources?

6.

Is a “No Build” recommendation a possible
conclusion of the Task Force’s deliberations?

